REF300
Inline wheel deflashing
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The REF300 removes flashes in order to ensure
a smooth automatic wheel production flow.

REF300
Inline wheel deflashing
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YOUR ADVANTAGES
»» Fully automated production
Wheels are fully deflashed to ensure a safe handling during the automated production process.

»» No X-ray pseudo errors
Flashes can cause pseudo errors during the automatic X-ray process.

»» Robot manipulation
Safe and repeatable gripping of the wheels with the robot during loading into the chucking devices of the lathe
in the machining cell.

»» No chucking errors at the machining line
No disturbing flashes in the chucks. Especially in combination with the three-inch chuck, the flash on the
outboard flange causes the majority of all problems during the first operation.

FEATURES
Deflashing inboard and outboard flange
Both inboard and outboard flange will be deflashed all around the wheel according
to the actual need and the condition of the mold. The amount of material and the
exact cutting position can be individually adjusted in the control software for each
wheel type.

Deflashing of parting lines
The four parting lines based on its original contour will be fully deflashed during
the machining of the wheel in the REF300. The CNC contour of the rim will be
measured and stored in the system during the setup of a new wheel model. Since
this works fully automatically, a full wheel setup only takes a few minutes, including
CNC contour of the parting lines.

Automatic wheel identification
The REF300 deflashing machine is completely flexible and can work with mixed
supply from different wheel sizes and types. The automatic wheel type identification
is done in the deflashing cycle by using the NUMTEC barcode system. This enables
individual deflashing programs based on the mold number to even setup perfectly to
the different wear of the molds.

Two individual CNC machining units
The machine is equipped with two independent CNC-controlled deflashing units.
In normal operation, both units will work on every wheel to speed up the machine
capacity to around 120 wheels/hour. In case of a required stop of one machining
unit (i.e. for change of cutting tool or machine service), the remaining CNC unit will
still deflash 100% of the wheel, just with a slightly extended cycle time.

Automatic cutting speed control system
The REF300 is equipped with a fully automatic cutting speed control system.
Standard flash sizes will be cut with 100% of the selected feed rate. In case of
extremely massive flashes, the machine automatically reduces the feed rate to
protect the cutting disc and extend the life time of the tools.

Milling tool
Powerful standard disc milling cutter
with carbide tip

Flow forming wheels
With an optional special centering unit,
flow forming wheels can be deflashed
as well.

Remote maintenance
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Control panel
»» Standard industrial touch panel
»» Moveable to both service doors
»» With position switch to avoid collision with wheels on the conveyor

2

Connection for roller table
»» Infeed and outfeed with standard roller conveyors
»» Conveyor height of 1200 mm
»» Conveyor transport speed up to 30 m/min

3

Maintenance door
»» Individual service door for each CNC machining side
»» Both machining units can be isolated individually for service work
while the other side stays in production
»» Good access for service and tool exchange

TECHNICAL DATA
Machine features

wheel clamping device

flexible chucking system
with 3 resting bars at the wheel backside

tooling

disc milling cutter with carbide tip,
disc diameter 220 mm

Wheel parameters

deflashing positions

inboard flange, outboard flange, parting lines

wheel identification

standard NUMTEC barcode system

wheel size

15 – 24"
420 – 670 mm

wheel height

4,5 – 12"
max. 365 mm

Performance characteristics
Technical components

wheel weight

max. 45 kg

max. temperature of wheels

80°C

cutting disc speed

max. 2500 rpm, adjustable

machine capacity

120 wheels/hour

HMI

WinCC flexible, 19" touch display

control system

Siemens Simotion 435D

Interfaces

Profibus, Profinet, EtherNet/IP, Parallel I/O

Media

electrical connection

3 x 400 VAC, 50 Hz, 32 KVA
optional 3 x 460 VAC, 60 Hz, 32 kVA

Machine dimensions

pneumatical connection

at least 6 bar

LxWxH

4440 x 2017 x 2959 mm

Weight

9500 kg
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Alpine Metal Tech GmbH
Buchbergstraße 11
4844 Regau, Austria
Tel: +43 7672 78134-0
E-mail: office@alpinemetaltech.com
Web: www.alpinemetaltech.com

